
   Royal Tay Yacht Club 

KOA UK Kestrel Championships  
8th to the 11th August 2021 

It is our intention to run the 2021 Nationals under covid-safe guidelines 
which will continue to be amended to reflect the rules in force at the time. On 
the water activity will be a sports bubble, ashore the social gatherings may 
require to be outdoors. Numbers at some of these events may require to be 
restricted.


Racing will start at 1100 each day with a break ashore for lunch.


Arrival, registration and sail measurement Saturday 8th : Commodores 
welcome reception and briefing at the yacht club.


Races 1 and 2 Sunday 8th :  Drinks reception. Daily prize-giving and the 
yellow jacket!


Races 3 and 4 Monday 9th : BBQ. Daily prize-giving and the yellow jacket.


Races 5 and 6 Tuesday 10th : Long distance race*. KOA dinner. Daily prize-
giving and the yellow jacket.


Races 7 and 8 Wednesday 11th : Overall Prizes and yellow jacket of the year.


There is camper parking with a hook-up by the dinghy park (please book 
when you enter) and limited camping in the club garden (first come first 
served). There are also a range of accommodation options locally. 


Snacks and lunches should be available at the beach clubhouse every day, 
early evening meals may be available at the club (subject to the prevailing 
guidelines).


Competitors are welcome to arrive earlier or extend their stay to cruise the 
estuary, travel Scotland or just chill out. Dundee provides a good visitor 
experience for those who enjoy cultural visits ( RSS Discovery/The V&A 
Dundee/ The McManus Museum/ Bro’ty Castle/ the Transport Museum).




The leisure offer is excellent and most facilities have developed 
arrangements to remain open despite covid restrictions (The Olympia leisure 
centre/ the Ice Arena/ the Wildlife Centre/ The Botanic Gardens/ and Golf), 
Dundee also has a good choice of places to eat out. The city is well placed 
to provide a jumping off point for touring the area - St Andrews and the East 
Neuk of Fife/ The Angus Coast/ The Glens etc., or further afield.


Further details or chat contact Stewart Murdoch on: 
stewartmurdoch@mac.com


Check out : www.royaltay.org

mailto:stewartmurdoch@mac.com

